
TECHNICAL SERVICES 
FOR YOUR VENUE



Creative Spark is a family run 

company with a solid theatrical 

background. Owned and run by 

Claire & Dan, we pride ourselves on 

our customer service and working 

with each of our clients to 

develop creative and cost-effective 

solutions to any project.

Dan is our Head of Technical 

Services and is a fully qualified 

electrician who also achieved a 
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degree in lighting design at Rose 

Bruford, specialising in theatre 

and events.

The combination of these skills and 

his vast experience in the industry 

place him perfectly to offer advice 

and share his knowledge for your 

upcoming project. He thoroughly 

enjoys meeting people and working 

in new spaces making his role at 

Creative Spark the perfect vocation.

If you are looking to enhance your current 

installation or are embarking on the exciting 

project of building a new space, the Creative 

Spark team have a wealth of skills, knowledge 

and experience for any job, big or small.

We will work closely with you from the start of 

our involvement in the project to help develop 

a creative and cost-effective solution which 

best meets your needs and budget. We will 

carefully assess the current infrastructure 

enabling us to create a comprehensive plan 

INSTALLATIONS
of works, incorporating any useful elements 

of your existing setup to minimise cost, whilst 

ensuring that where possible the solution is 

futureproofed to allow for any advancements in 

technology.

We pride ourselves on creating the best solution 

for your specific needs, taking into consideration 

the ongoing maintenance of any permanent 

installation or fixtures, as well as levels of staff 

training that may be required to continue to 

operate the equipment.

SORT-DOWN School Drama Classroom Lighting and Rigging Installation

“Each step of the install, from 

initial consultation to final fit, was 

extremely easy due to very effective 

communication and was completed 

as expected and to a very high 

standard”



Lighting

Whether you are looking for a lighting system in 

a school classroom or a full theatre rig, the team 

at Creative Spark will work with you to achieve 

the best solution for your needs. Working with a 

number of leading manufacturer’s we can offer 

solutions to suit your budget and offer advice 

where needed to ensure your new system will 

not only meet your current requirements but 

will be a great investment for years to come.

Sound

Finding a suitable sound system for your 

space may seem like a daunting task but our 

experience working in theatre and events along 

with our great relationships with a wide range 

of reputable audio brands mean that you are 

in safe hands. We will happily take the time to 

fully understand your needs and budget and our 

detailed quotes give lots of information on the 

products and manufacturers rather than just 

prices.

We also provide calculated plans to show the 

sound coverage of the space to make sure the 

audio is absolutely the best it can be.

Video

Integrating a visual solution into your space 

can be a big investment and the infrastructure 

needs to fit your requirements perfectly. 

Choosing the correct products for the task can 

be overwhelming, especially with constant 

“On the teams arrival for the first 

day on-site it was apparent that 

the work would be completed to a 

high standard and undertaken by 

likeminded and passionate people”

SORT-DOWN School Hall Lighting, Rigging, Data and Power Installation 

SORT-DOWN Theatre Power and Data Infrastructure Upgrade

caret-up School Projector Installation

changing technologies and regular releases of 

the “latest model”. We monitor and trial new 

products to put us in an excellent position to 

offer you the best advice and help you choose 

the ideal solution.

Power, Infrastructure and Rigging

To offer a complete solution for your project, 

our team consists of fully qualified commercial 

electricians and LOLER trained engineers who 

can specify and install the power, data and 

rigging needed to support the installation and 

ensure the system is futureproofed for your 

ongoing needs. You will receive full certification 

for the installation, including NIC EIC electrical 

sign off and proof load testing for any hanging 

points.

Before After



Electrical Installation Condition Report

An Electrical Installation Condition Report 

(EICR), also known as a periodic inspection, is 

a formal document that is produced following 

a thorough assessment within your venue to 

determine whether your electrical installation 

is safe and compliant with current regulations. 

The specialist nature of lighting systems 

within a theatrical space means that using an 

electrician with knowledge and experience 

of working in this area can only enhance your 

inspection and the advice that you will receive 

as part of your fully comprehensive report. 

Theatres and places of public entertainment 

have a recommended maximum EICR interval 

of three years. This can either consist of a 100% 

test carried out every three years or broken 

down to a rolling programme of testing a third 

of the installation each year.

Although not a legal requirement, most 

insurance companies will require an up to date 

EICR to be completed at your venue.

SERVICING 
AND TESTING
Ongoing maintenance is an important part of ensuring that your 

venue and equipment is safe and available when you need it.

Portable Appliance Testing

The team at Creative Spark specialise in working 

in theatres and venues giving them a wealth of 

knowledge of different specialist fixtures and 

equipment. Our technicians are fully qualified 

in PAT testing and trained to maintain intelligent 

and generic lighting fixtures as well as sound 

and AV systems.

Our standard service consists of the following…

• Remove/de-rig all equipment (where 
necessary)

• Carry out portable appliance testing of all 
electrical equipment

• Clean all equipment of dust externally and 
internally 

• Re-rig lighting equipment where required

In addition, we can service and provide full 

maintenance for intelligent fixtures and 

appliances such as moving lights, LED fixtures, 

amplifiers and effects machines.

All our services include a full report, asset ID 

labels (where required) and test stickers. 

If any of your equipment fails the testing 

process, minor repairs will be completed as 

standard* to enable continued use, and for more 

complex problems that are deemed fixable, we 

will offer advice and a plan of action to get the 

item back into service as soon as possible. 

If required, we can incorporate a re-design for 

a fixed lighting rig and provide comprehensive 

plans and patch sheets to set you up for the 

future.

*Replacement lamps, fuses and any parts 

required are chargeable.



LOLER Inspections

Lifting Operations and Lifting Equipment 

Regulations (LOLER) are a fundamental 

requirement of all theatrical systems. Whether 

your venue has a full flying system or just a 

few shackles and slings, testing of rigging 

equipment forms part of the Health and Safety 

at Work Act and is an important part of your 

ongoing maintenance.

LOLER testing should be conducted every 6 

months for equipment and accessories that are 

We will...

• Help you to create a safe and compliant venue

• Offer great attention to detail, a personal service and strong support

• Carry out no obligation site visit for installation work

• Deliver on plan

• Make sure what we offer is fit for purpose

• Help you avoid making a bad purchase

• Create a better environment

• Enable you to boost productivity and give you the tools to produce amazing 
productions

• Provide technical advice

• Leave your space tidier than when we arrived

used to lift people and annually for all other 

lifting equipment and accessories.

This test can be combined with annual EICR 

and PAT testing to minimise the downtime of 

your space and keep all of your testing and 

maintenance with one company who specialise 

in theatrical and event spaces.

Testing will include visual inspections of 

all equipment used to raise or lower loads, 

for example lighting, scenery or people. 

Our technicians are fully qualified in LOLER 

inspections and as with the PAT service you will 

receive a full report following the inspection.

Proof Load Testing

Overhead static rigging equipment should 

be inspected under the Provision and Use of 

Work Equipment Regulations (PUWER) and the 

frequency of this should be determined by 

a risk assessment based on environment 

and use.

Proof load tests are designed to ensure that 

the piece of equipment is able to lift a 

pre-defined load without failure or deformation. 

If certification of previous proof load testing 

is available, we will test to those working loads 

to ensure that the equipment is still capable 

of supporting the specified weight.

If previous test documents aren’t available, 

we will carefully consider the components 

of the installation and your needs to determine 

a suitable safe working load (SWL) for the 

equipment. 

Testing typically comprises of comprehensive 

visual inspections alongside a static pull 

test which is carried out over a certain time 

period and performed at weight more than the 

specified SWL.

OUR PROMISE



On-going Maintenance Contract

Our maintenance contracts provide a more 

cost-effective solution to your electrical 

inspection needs, not only offering a discounted 

annual rate compared to a one-off test and 

service, but also providing a fixed cost for the 

contract period.

The maintenance contract includes both the 

Electrical Installation Condition Report and 

portable appliance testing, and we also keep a 

log of anniversaries for all relevant test dates 

within your venue. We will send reminders for 

upcoming testing and maintenance and keep 

you up to date with any legislation changes.

There is a minimum three-year term for the 

on-going maintenance contract.

caret-up Auditorium house lighting upgrade to LED fixtures

Creative Spark hold a general stock of 

consumables so are on hand all year round to 

provide lamps, tape, gel and much more.

We also have a vast hire stock to top up 

in-house equipment for your upcoming show or 

event. From small lighting and sound packages 

to large systems, we have what you need to 

help you put on a great show.

We are proud to be distributors for many 

HIRE AND SALES
industry leading manufacturers, including Robe, 

FBT, Chauvet and Zero88 to name a few. As a 

small company we don’t hold larger items in 

sales stock which means you can be guaranteed 

to receive non-biased opinions and advice on 

the best product for your needs. You will also 

benefit from the full manufacturer’s warranty 

and will have the most up to date software 

version.

A selection of our manufacturers…



Creative Spark Services Limited

+44 (0) 1342 457220 

info@creative-spark.co.uk 

creative-spark.co.uk

CREATIVE SPARK ALSO 
PROVIDE TECHNICAL 

PRODUCTION 
FOR EVENTS 

AND NUMEROUS 
TRAINING COURSES


